Press release

Sopra Steria selected as Airbus’ referenced supplier for its
engineering and functional design activities
Paris, July 19, 2022 – Sopra Steria, a European Tech leader recognised for its
consulting, digital services and software development, today announced that it
has been selected, through its Aeroline vertical, as one of Airbus's referenced
partners for engineering and functional design activities.
After the EMES3 listing announced in January, covering all engineering activities for all Airbus
Group divisions, Sopra Steria confirms its expertise by winning several major contracts within
the design office and flight test at Airbus. Sopra Steria has been appointed referenced supplier
for Airbus's engineering and manufacturing activities, therefore providing an innovative offer
covering the full value chain, as well as addressing the group's transformation requirements.
This listing applies to all activities and is a major step in Sopra Steria’s ambition for its
engineering services and its ability to deploy a comprehensive offer.
Sopra Steria's Aeroline vertical, dedicated to the aeronautics sector, has been selected
specifically for the design and deployment of systems engineering methods and tools, support
for research and optimisation of aircraft maintenance procedures, studies and simulations,
and support for the design, development and deployment of testing tools.

"We are immensely proud to have been selected as one of the preferred partners for Airbus's
engineering activities and to guide them in their transformation. Sopra Steria's engineering is
entering a new era. After EMES3, this new appointment is a major step for us, illustrating our
ability to operate not only as a digital partner, but also as a business partner, positioning us
as a global provider operating across the full value chain in aeronautics.”, says Xavier
Pecquet, member of Sopra Steria's Group Executive Committee.

About Sopra Steria
Sopra Steria, a European Tech leader recognised for its consulting, digital services and software development, helps its clients
drive their digital transformation to obtain tangible and sustainable benefits. It provides end-to-end solutions to make large
companies and organisations more competitive by combining in-depth knowledge of a wide range of business sectors and
innovative technologies with a fully collaborative approach. Sopra Steria places people at the heart of everything it does and is
committed to making the most of digital technology to build a positive future for its clients. With 47,000 employees in nearly 30
countries, the Group generated revenue of €4.7 billion in 2021.
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